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New literacy demands in the middle years:
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arises from the work of middle years’ classroom
teachers involved in an Australian Research
Council (ARC) project in which new literacy
demands placed on middle years’ teachers
were explored through classroom-based
research projects.
will showcase, through individual teacher and
school group case studies, the work of middle
years’ teachers, supported by university
researchers and education department
consultants, in both primary (Years 5-6) and early
secondary (Years 8-9) classes.
presents literacy as the overarching
pedagogical focus, specifically ‘new’ literacies,
or new literacy ‘demands’ of middle years
teaching and learning contexts. Three
pedagogical foci for investigating literacy were
highlighted in the project and variously explored
by the teachers: place-based pedagogies,
curricula literacy pedagogies and digital and
youth cultures pedagogies.
will provide insights into how teachers are
identifying and designing interventions to
address new literacy demands in their school
contexts, for the benefits of both improved
learning for students, and enhanced wellbeing
for themselves. The teachers’ projects illustrate
classroom practice in practical ways, supported
by educational theory, to make the work
accessible to teachers and useful for teacher
educators.
addresses national context imperatives, as they
link directly with the Australian curriculum literacy
requirements, in particular the need for
understanding and implementing literacy not
only in English, but as a general capability,
understood generically and in specialised ways
in subject or curricular literacies, including
English, ESL, Science, the Arts and History; and in
addressing the cross-curriculum sustainability
priority, through identifying and exemplifying
teacher work to support both student learning
outcomes and teacher resilience and wellbeing.

The audience:
Teachers across Australia, in both primary and
secondary contexts, will benefit from these
exemplified practice elaborations, as well as the
methodological approaches to designing
classroom-based research. These examples will
provide stimulus for teachers to reflect on their own
work and what sustains them, and how the work of
teachers can be demonstrated to and shared with
others.
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